CUT JACKET OF EACH END OF CABLE BACK 1 1/4".

LABEL INFORMATION

TO MAPLE, PORT A, COM 3
SDH
C21901-xx
630B2190-1 REV. -

TO PC
SDH
C21901-xx
630B2190-1 REV. -

SHIELD TERMINATION WITH METALIZED PLASTIC COVERS

WRAP #5 COPPER FOIL (INSERTED OVER GROMMET, SHIELD & DRILL VINE
APPROPRIATE GROMMET- SUPPLIED W/BACKSHELL
FOLD BACK SHIELD, IF FOIL FOLD SUCH THAT
THE SILVER PART IS OUTSIDE
IF FOIL SHIELD, FOLD BACK & LAY
SHIELD Braid Wire ON FOIL

METALIZED PLASTIC COVER

MAPLE SYSTEMS - PORT A, COM 3
9 PIN D STYLE MALE

Rx 8
Tx 7
Com. 5

#22 RED
#22 BLK
#22 CLEAR

BACKSHELL

DE-9P CONNECTOR (ECK0078C)
BACKSHELL (ECK0102)

CABLE IS ECK474
ADD TYPE 2 LABEL

DE-9S (ECK00781)
BACKSHELL (ECK0102)

PC
9 PIN D STYLE FEMALE